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“I’ve always been a tomboy, and for as long as I can 
remember, I’ve had an inclination to do things and dress 
in ways that are considered more boy than girl,” says 
designer Alicia Hardesty. “A few years ago, I modeled for 
a photoshoot with the theme tomboys in vintage dresses, 
and it got me thinking more specifically about the name 
‘Original Tomboy’ and where I could take that as a brand. 
I grew up in Kentucky, and my childhood and upbringing 
are inspiration for Original Tomboy (O.T.).”

O.T., the company and its latest collection, embody 
Hardesty’s definition of tomboy. “I grew up surrounded by 
strong female influences,” she says. “A tomboy is someone 
who is very comfortable in her own skin, tough—mentally 
and physically—and can run with the best of ‘em. Tomboys 

can handle whatever life throws at them, and we are problem 
solvers. When it comes to appearance, there is a range of 
what tomboy might look like, but generally we wear a lot 
of pants.” 

Of her brand, Hardesty, who is 28, says, “!e style and fit 
welds the sensibility and timelessness of vintage attire with 
modern design aesthetics. We want you to feel modernly 
brand new and Tom-Sawyer-like all at once and experience 
an heirloom, homegrown quality when you wear it.”

Tomboys have had a huge influence on lesbian culture, a 
visibility she says is not tied specifically to the LGBT commu-
nity. “Tomboys are tomboys, and many times we happen to 
be gay, but often we’re just women who live and dress how 
we want, who don’t answer to anyone but ourselves.”

Huckleberry denim 
jacket $198; Shiner 
gingham check woven 
$108; Slugger vintage 
dyed denim $189
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Slugger vintage dyed 
denim $189; Scout  
cotton henley $189

Surplus striped denim 
vest $150; Bluegrass 

raglan $79; Roadie 
cropped denim pant 

$150; Grass stain 
suspenders $49
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Hardesty studied fashion at Colorado State University, 
“!e perfect place for a tomboy interested in fashion,” she 
muses. After graduation and an internship with the organic, 
sustainable clothing company, Loomstate, Hardesty lived 
in New York City and worked for Aeropostale as a junior 
designer. She honed her knowledge of domestic production 
in Los Angeles, where she and her girlfriend, Lauren Lynn 
King, are now based. !e first O.T. collection was funded 
by a Kickstarter campaign and now Hardesty is focused 
on selling the 2012 line to showrooms, boutiques and 
buyers in major U.S. cities as well as to online retailers. 
“We hope to launch a store on our website this summer.” 
Readers should visit theoriginaltomboy.com to see where 
they can find O.T. gear.

!e reception of O.T. in Kentucky has been amazing, 
according to Hardesty. “To them, I’m just a girl from 
Meade County out in the world pursuing her fashion 
dreams. Where I come from, a tomboy is just a tomboy; 
they don’t advertise sexuality, and yes, they’re pretty con-
servative. It’s kind of a live and let live attitude.” 

Among her support base, Hardesty finds a wide 
range of tomboys interested in the brand, even those who 

purport not to care about fashion. “For a lot of people, 
it’s about something di"erent being o"ered in the way of 
womenswear, something they can relate to. Our garments 
embody much more than fashion or style, [O.T] is about 
a way of life.”

!ere are no fashion victims at O.T. !e collection is 
made in the U.S. and everyone with whom the company 
works gets paid a living wage. “We are part of a movement of 
conscious shopping for quality goods that matter. Original 
Tomboy is conscious and responsible in its business and 
production,” explains Hardesty, “and the company strives to 
leave only necessary and desirable footprints behind. We 
want to be a brand you can trust.”

!e young designer hopes to extend the business inter-
nationally: “For all the other original tomboys out there, 
we hear you and we’ve got what you’ve been looking for.” 
(theoriginaltomboy.com)  

Suspender V-neck $79; 
Slugger vintage dyed denim 
$189; Moonshine leather/
denim suspenders $69

Aztec oversized 
printed woven $98


